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Lincoln's Sword Nov 16 2021 Widely considered in his own time as a genial but provincial lightweight who
was out of place in the presidency, Abraham Lincoln astonished his allies and confounded his adversaries by
producing a series of speeches and public letters so provocative that they helped revolutionize public opinion
on such critical issues as civil liberties, the use of black soldiers, and the emancipation of slaves. This is a
brilliant and unprecedented examination of how Lincoln used the power of words to not only build his
political career but to keep the country united during the Civil War.
We Are Lincoln Men Dec 05 2020 In this brilliant and illuminating portrait of our sixteenth president, twotime Pulitzer Prize-winner David Herbert Donald examines the significance of friendship in Abraham
Lincoln's life and the role it played in shaping his career and his presidency. Though Abraham Lincoln had
hundreds of acquaintances and dozens of admirers, he had almost no intimate friends. Behind his mask of
affability and endless stream of humorous anecdotes, he maintained an inviolate reserve that only a few were
ever able to penetrate. Professor Donald's remarkable book offers a fresh way of looking at Abraham
Lincoln, both as a man who needed friendship and as a leader who understood the importance of friendship
in the management of men. Donald penetrates Lincoln's mysterious reserve to offer a new picture of the
president's inner life and to explain his unsurpassed political skills.
Abraham Lincoln Sep 14 2021 Many writers have explored Lincoln's leadership; others have debated
Lincoln's ambiguous religious identity. But in this classic work, Christian philosopher and statesman Elton
Trueblood reveals how Lincoln's leadership skills flowed directly from his religious convictions—which
explains how the president was able to combine what few leaders can hold together: moral resoluteness with
a shrewd ability to compromise; confidence in his cause while refusing to succumb to the traps of selfrighteousness or triumphalism; and a commitment to victory while never losing sight of his responsibility
for—or the humanity of—his enemy. These rich meditations offer deep wisdom and insight on one of the
most effective leaders of all time.
Lincoln's Mentors Aug 25 2022 A brilliant and novel examination of how Abraham Lincoln mastered the art
of leadership “Abraham Lincoln had less schooling than all but a couple of other presidents, and more
wisdom than every one of them. In this original, insightful book, Michael Gerhardt explains how this came to
be." –H.W. Brands, Wall Street Journal In 1849, when Abraham Lincoln returned to Springfield, Illinois,
after two seemingly uninspiring years in the U.S. House of Representatives, his political career appeared all

but finished. His sense of failure was so great that friends worried about his sanity. Yet within a decade,
Lincoln would reenter politics, become a leader of the Republican Party, win the 1860 presidential election,
and keep America together during its most perilous period. What accounted for the turnaround? As Michael
J. Gerhardt reveals, Lincoln’s reemergence followed the same path he had taken before, in which he read
voraciously and learned from the successes, failures, oratory, and political maneuvering of a surprisingly
diverse handful of men, some of whom he had never met but others of whom he knew intimately—Henry
Clay, Andrew Jackson, Zachary Taylor, John Todd Stuart, and Orville Browning. From their experiences and
his own, Lincoln learned valuable lessons on leadership, mastering party politics, campaigning, conventions,
understanding and using executive power, managing a cabinet, speechwriting and oratory, and—what would
become his most enduring legacy—developing policies and rhetoric to match a constitutional vision that
spoke to the monumental challenges of his time. Without these mentors, Abraham Lincoln would likely have
remained a small-town lawyer—and without Lincoln, the United States as we know it may not have
survived. This book tells the unique story of how Lincoln emerged from obscurity and learned how to lead.
A Picture Book of Abraham Lincoln Jun 11 2021 "This presentation of the pertinent facts of the life, times,
and importance of the sixteenth president of the United States is a good starting point for children beginning
history studies and biographies." - School Library Journal
4th of July, Asbury Park Nov 04 2020 A colorful history of Asbury Park, New Jersey, provides a chronicle of
the evolution of the seaside resort town from its founding as a religious commune through 130 years of
social, cultural, and musical development, offering tidbits of local history, profiles of the celebrities who
passed through, its decline into blight, and the potential for its future. Reprint.
Abe May 10 2021 Now an Apple TV+ documentary, Lincoln's Dilemma. One of the Wall Street Journal's
Ten Best Books of the Year | A Washington Post Notable Book | A Christian Science Monitor and Kirkus
Reviews Best Book of 2020 Winner of the Gilder Lehrman Abraham Lincoln Prize and the Abraham Lincoln
Institute Book Award "A marvelous cultural biography that captures Lincoln in all his historical fullness. . . .
using popular culture in this way, to fill out the context surrounding Lincoln, is what makes Mr. Reynolds's
biography so different and so compelling . . . Where did the sympathy and compassion expressed in
[Lincoln's] Second Inaugural—'With malice toward none; with charity for all'—come from? This big,
wonderful book provides the richest cultural context to explain that, and everything else, about Lincoln."
—Gordon Wood, Wall Street Journal From one of the great historians of nineteenth-century America, a
revelatory and enthralling new biography of Lincoln, many years in the making, that brings him to life within
his turbulent age David S. Reynolds, author of the Bancroft Prize-winning cultural biography of Walt
Whitman and many other iconic works of nineteenth century American history, understands the currents in
which Abraham Lincoln swam as well as anyone alive. His magisterial biography Abe is the product of fullbody immersion into the riotous tumult of American life in the decades before the Civil War. It was a country
growing up and being pulled apart at the same time, with a democratic popular culture that reflected the
country's contradictions. Lincoln's lineage was considered auspicious by Emerson, Whitman, and others who
prophesied that a new man from the West would emerge to balance North and South. From New England
Puritan stock on his father's side and Virginia Cavalier gentry on his mother's, Lincoln was linked by blood
to the central conflict of the age. And an enduring theme of his life, Reynolds shows, was his genius for
striking a balance between opposing forces. Lacking formal schooling but with an unquenchable thirst for
self-improvement, Lincoln had a talent for wrestling and bawdy jokes that made him popular with his peers,
even as his appetite for poetry and prodigious gifts for memorization set him apart from them through his
childhood, his years as a lawyer, and his entrance into politics. No one can transcend the limitations of their
time, and Lincoln was no exception. But what emerges from Reynolds's masterful reckoning is a man who at
each stage in his life managed to arrive at a broader view of things than all but his most enlightened peers. As
a politician, he moved too slowly for some and too swiftly for many, but he always pushed toward justice
while keeping the whole nation in mind. Abe culminates, of course, in the Civil War, the defining test of
Lincoln and his beloved country. Reynolds shows us the extraordinary range of cultural knowledge Lincoln
drew from as he shaped a vision of true union, transforming, in Martin Luther King Jr.'s words, "the jangling
discords of our nation into a beautiful symphony of brotherhood." Abraham Lincoln did not come out of
nowhere. But if he was shaped by his times, he also managed at his life's fateful hour to shape them to an
extent few could have foreseen. Ultimately, this is the great drama that astonishes us still, and that Abe brings
to fresh and vivid life. The measure of that life will always be part of our American education.

Our Abe Lincoln Jun 30 2020 Rhythmic verse tells the story of Abraham Lincoln's life, from his childhood in
the wilderness of Illinois to his famous achievements as the sixteenth President of the United States.
Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass Jan 06 2021 Recounts Abraham Lincoln's brief friendship with
African American leader Frederick Douglass before and during the Civil War, narrated against the backdrop
of the race relations and politics of the time.
Team of Rivals Jun 23 2022 Winner of the Lincoln Prize Acclaimed historian Doris Kearns Goodwin
illuminates Abraham Lincoln's political genius in this highly original work, as the one-term congressman and
prairie lawyer rises from obscurity to prevail over three gifted rivals of national reputation to become
president. On May 18, 1860, William H. Seward, Salmon P. Chase, Edward Bates, and Abraham Lincoln
waited in their hometowns for the results from the Republican National Convention in Chicago. When
Lincoln emerged as the victor, his rivals were dismayed and angry. Throughout the turbulent 1850s, each had
energetically sought the presidency as the conflict over slavery was leading inexorably to secession and civil
war. That Lincoln succeeded, Goodwin demonstrates, was the result of a character that had been forged by
experiences that raised him above his more privileged and accomplished rivals. He won because he possessed
an extraordinary ability to put himself in the place of other men, to experience what they were feeling, to
understand their motives and desires. It was this capacity that enabled Lincoln as president to bring his
disgruntled opponents together, create the most unusual cabinet in history, and marshal their talents to the
task of preserving the Union and winning the war. We view the long, horrifying struggle from the vantage of
the White House as Lincoln copes with incompetent generals, hostile congressmen, and his raucous cabinet.
He overcomes these obstacles by winning the respect of his former competitors, and in the case of Seward,
finds a loyal and crucial friend to see him through. This brilliant multiple biography is centered on Lincoln's
mastery of men and how it shaped the most significant presidency in the nation's history.
Lincoln and the Fight for Peace Jul 12 2021 A groundbreaking, revelatory history of Abraham Lincoln’s
plan to secure a just and lasting peace after the Civil War—a vision that inspired future presidents as well as
the world’s most famous peacemakers, including Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi, and Martin Luther
King, Jr. It is a story of war and peace, race and reconciliation. As the tide of the Civil War turned in the
spring of 1865, Abraham Lincoln took a dangerous two-week trip to visit the troops on the front lines
accompanied by his young son, seeing combat up close, meeting liberated slaves in the ruins of Richmond,
and comforting wounded Union and Confederate soldiers. The power of Lincoln’s personal example in the
closing days of the war offers a portrait of a peacemaker. He did not demonize people he disagreed with. He
used humor, logic, and scripture to depolarize bitter debates. Balancing moral courage with moderation,
Lincoln believed that decency could be the most practical form of politics, but he understood that people
were more inclined to listen to reason when greeted from a position of strength. Ulysses S. Grant’s famously
generous terms of surrender to General Robert E. Lee at Appomattox that April were a direct expression of
the president’s belief that a soft peace should follow a hard war. While his assassination sent the country
careening off course, Lincoln’s vision would be vindicated long after his death, inspiring future generations
in their own quests to secure a just and lasting peace. As US General Lucius Clay, architect of the post-WWII
German occupation, said when asked what guided his decisions: “I tried to think of the kind of occupation
the South would have had if Abraham Lincoln had lived.” Lincoln and the Fight for Peace reveals how
Lincoln’s character informed his commitment to unconditional surrender followed by a magnanimous peace.
Even during the Civil War, surrounded by reactionaries and radicals, he refused to back down from his belief
that there is more that unites us than divides us. But he also understood that peace needs to be waged with as
much intensity as war. Lincoln’s plan to win the peace is his unfinished symphony, but in its existing notes,
we can find an anthem that can begin to bridge our divisions today.
When Life Strikes the President Aug 01 2020 Life does not stop simply because someone becomes
president. Death, illness, sadness, and scandal affect every president and his family--often during their time
in office. Yet the work of the nation and the pressures of the job do not cease simply because a president
suffers, though their reaction, suffering, and perseverance often alters the course of American history.
Summary: Lincoln on Leadership Aug 21 2019 The must-read summary of Donald T. Phillips' book:
"Lincoln on Leadership: Executive Strategies for Tough Times". This complete summary of the ideas from
Donald T. Phillips' book "Lincoln on Leadership" analyzes Abraham Lincoln's leadership style, his character,
his communication techniques and how he moved the country forward. In his book, the author explains how
Lincoln was a master of creating consensus and inspiring others. His preferred method was to suggest a

course of action, generally through humorous stories with strong morals, and then empower people to use
their own initiative. This summary reveals the leadership secrets of Abraham Lincoln, all of which you can
learn and apply to your own leadership style. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand key
concepts • Expand your leadership skills To learn more, read "Lincoln on Leadership" and find out how you
can learn from the greatest leader and start getting the best out of people.
Forged in Crisis Oct 23 2019 From a brilliant historian at the Harvard Business School, here is a masterful,
in-depth portrait of five extraordinary figures-Ernest Shackleton, Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and Rachel Carson-that illuminates how great leaders are made in times of adversity
and the diverse skills they summon in order to prevail. Ten years in the writing, Forged in Crisis, by
renowned Harvard Business School historian and Davos and Aspen Institute speaker Nancy Koehn, presents
five remarkable life journeys-those of polar explorer Ernest Shackleton; President Abraham Lincoln;
legendary abolitionist Frederick Douglass; Nazi-resisting clergyman Dietrich Bonhoeffer; and environmental
crusader Rachel Carson. What do such disparate figures have in common? Why do their stories speak to us
so powerfully today? Koehn begins each of the book's five sections by showing her protagonist on the
precipice of a great crisis: Shackleton marooned on an Antarctic ice floe with no hope of rescue; Lincoln on
the verge of the collapse of the Union; Douglass threatened with a return to enslavement; Bonhoeffer
agonizing on what a man of faith should do when faced with absolute evil; Carson racing against the clockand the cancer ravaging her-in a bid to save the planet. Koehn then reaches back to each person's early years
to show the individual blooming into the force he or she would ultimately become. Through their confronting
of obstacles, we begin to glean an essential truth: leaders are not born but made, and the power to lead resides
in each of us. In a time when the highest offices in the land are occupied by the inexperienced and untested,
the great question pressing on all of us is: What set of skills is required to lead in crisis, and can history give
us answers? Whether it's read as a repository of great insight or as exceptionally rendered human drama, the
riveting Forged in Crisis stands out as a towering achievement.
English Grammar in Familiar Lectures Apr 21 2022
The First Conspiracy Dec 25 2019 Taking place during the most critical period of our nation’s birth, The
First Conspiracy tells a remarkable and previously untold piece of American history that not only reveals
George Washington’s character, but also illuminates the origins of America’s counterintelligence movement
that led to the modern day CIA. In 1776, an elite group of soldiers were handpicked to serve as George
Washington’s bodyguards. Washington trusted them; relied on them. But unbeknownst to Washington, some
of them were part of a treasonous plan. In the months leading up to the Revolutionary War, these traitorous
soldiers, along with the Governor of New York, William Tryon, and Mayor David Mathews, launched a
deadly plot against the most important member of the military: George Washington himself. This is the story
of the secret plot and how it was revealed. It is a story of leaders, liars, counterfeiters, and jailhouse
confessors. It also shows just how hard the battle was for George Washington and how close America was to
losing the Revolutionary War. In this historical page-turner, New York Times bestselling author Brad
Meltzer teams up with American history writer and documentary television producer, Josh Mensch to unravel
the shocking true story behind what has previously been a footnote in the pages of history. Drawing on
extensive research, Meltzer and Mensch capture in riveting detail how George Washington not only defeated
the most powerful military force in the world, but also uncovered the secret plot against him in the
tumultuous days leading up to July 4, 1776. Praise for The First Conspiracy: "This is American history at its
finest, a gripping story of spies, killers, counterfeiters, traitors?and a mysterious prostitute who may or may
not have even existed. Anyone with an interest in American history will love this book." —Douglas Preston,
#1 bestselling author of The Lost City of the Monkey God “A wonderful book about leadership?and it shows
why George Washington and his moral lessons are just as vital today. What a book. You’ll love it.”
—President George H.W. Bush “This is an important book: a fascinating largely unknown chapter of our
hazardous beginning, a reminder of why counterintelligence matters, and a great read.” —President Bill
Clinton
Who Was Abraham Lincoln? Feb 19 2022 Born to a family of farmers, Lincoln stood out from an early
age—literally! (He was six feet four inches tall.) As sixteenth President of the United States, he guided the
nation through the Civil War and saw the abolition of slavery. But Lincoln was tragically shot one night at
Ford’s Theater—the first President to be assassinated. Over 100 black-and-white illustrations and maps are
included.

The Life and Writings of Abraham Lincoln May 30 2020 Abraham Lincoln, the greatest of all American
presidents, left us a vast legacy of writings, some of which are among the most famous in our history.
Lincoln was a marvelous writer—from the humblest letter to his great speeches, including his inaugural
addresses, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the Gettysburg Address. His sentences were so memorably
crafted that many resonate across the years. "Fourscore and seven years ago," begins the Gettysburg Address,
"our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the
proposition that all men are created equal." In 1940, the prolific author and historian Philip Van Doren Stern
produced this volume as a guide to Lincoln's life through his writings. Stern's "Life of Abraham Lincoln" is a
full biography of the man and includes a detailed chronology. Stern has collected all the essential texts of
Lincoln's public life, from his first public address—a stump speech in New Salem, Illinois, in 1832 for an
election he went on to lose—to his last piece of public writing, a pass to a congressman who was to visit the
president the day after Lincoln went to Ford's Theater on April 14, 1865. Some 275 such documents are
collected and placed in their historical context. Together with the "Life" and the Introduction, "Lincoln in His
Writings," by noted historian Allan Nevins, they give a full and vivid picture of Abraham Lincoln.
Abe Lincoln May 22 2022 Learn about the early life of Abraham Lincoln in this picture book biography that
Kirkus Reviews calls “a moving tribute to the power of books and words.” In a tiny log cabin a boy listened
with delight to the storytelling of his ma and pa. He traced letters in sand, snow, and dust. He borrowed
books and walked miles to bring them back. When he grew up, he became the sixteenth president of the
United States. His name was Abraham Lincoln. He loved books. They changed his life. He changed the
world.
Lincoln's Melancholy Jan 18 2022 A nuanced psychological portrait of Abraham Lincoln that finds his
legendary political strengths rooted in his most personal struggles. Giving shape to the deep depression that
pervaded Lincoln's adult life, Joshua Wolf Shenk’s Lincoln’s Melancholy reveals how this illness influenced
both the President’s character and his leadership. Mired in personal suffering as a young man, Lincoln forged
a hard path toward mental health. Shenk draws on seven years of research from historical record, interviews
with Lincoln scholars, and contemporary research on depression to understand the nature of Lincoln’s
unhappiness. In the process, Shenk discovers that the President’s coping strategies—among them, a rich
sense of humor and a tendency toward quiet reflection—ultimately helped him to lead the nation through its
greatest turmoil. A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice SELECTED AS A BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR: Washington Post Book World, Atlanta Journal-Constituion, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette As Featured on the History Channel documentary Lincoln “Fresh, fascinating,
provocative.”—Sanford D. Horwitt, San Francisco Chronicle “Some extremely beautiful prose and fine
political rhetoric and leaves one feeling close to Lincoln, a considerable accomplishment.”—Andrew
Solomon, New York Magazine “A profoundly human and psychologically important examination of the
melancholy that so pervaded Lincoln's life.”—Kay Redfield Jamison, Ph.D., author of An Unquiet Mind
The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery Mar 20 2022 “A masterwork [by] the
preeminent historian of the Civil War era.”—Boston Globe Selected as a Notable Book of the Year by the
New York Times Book Review, this landmark work gives us a definitive account of Lincoln's lifelong
engagement with the nation's critical issue: American slavery. A master historian, Eric Foner draws Lincoln
and the broader history of the period into perfect balance. We see Lincoln, a pragmatic politician grounded in
principle, deftly navigating the dynamic politics of antislavery, secession, and civil war. Lincoln's greatness
emerges from his capacity for moral and political growth.
Learning from Lincoln Jul 24 2022 Explore how today's teachers and education leaders can apply the
leadership qualities of Abraham Lincoln to tackle challenges big and small.
Lincoln on the Verge Sep 02 2020 WINNER OF THE LINCOLN FORUM BOOK PRIZE “A Lincoln
classic...superb.” —The Washington Post “A book for our time.”—Doris Kearns Goodwin Lincoln on the
Verge tells the dramatic story of America’s greatest president discovering his own strength to save the
Republic. As a divided nation plunges into the deepest crisis in its history, Abraham Lincoln boards a train
for Washington and his inauguration—an inauguration Southerners have vowed to prevent. Lincoln on the
Verge charts these pivotal thirteen days of travel, as Lincoln discovers his power, speaks directly to the
public, and sees his country up close. Drawing on new research, this riveting account reveals the presidentelect as a work in progress, showing him on the verge of greatness, as he foils an assassination attempt,
forges an unbreakable bond with the American people, and overcomes formidable obstacles in order to take

his oath of office.
How Lincoln Learned to Read Oct 27 2022 How Lincoln Learned to Read tells the American story from a
fresh and unique perspective: how do we learn what we need to know? Beginning with Benjamin Franklin
and ending with Elvis Presley, author Daniel Wolff creates a series of intimate, interlocking profiles of
notable Americans that track the nation's developing notion of what it means to get a "good education." From
the stubborn early feminism of Abigail Adams to the miracle of Helen Keller, from the savage childhood of
Andrew Jackson to the academic ambitions of W.E.B. Du Bois, a single, fascinating narrative emerges. It
connects the illiterate Sojourner Truth to the privileged Jack Kennedy, takes us from Paiute Indians
scavenging on western deserts to the birth of Henry Ford's assembly line. And as the book traces the
education we value - both in and outside the classroom - it becomes a history of key American ideas. In the
end, How Lincoln Learned to Read delivers us to today's headlines. Standardized testing, achievement gaps,
the very purpose of public education - all have their roots in this narrative. Whether you're a parent trying to
make sure your child is prepared, a teacher trying to do the best possible job, or a student navigating the
educational system, How Lincoln Learned to Read offers a challenge to consider what we need to know and
how we learn it. Wide-ranging and meticulously researched, built mostly on primary sources, this is an
American story that begins and ends with hope.
Abraham Lincoln's Presidency Jan 26 2020 Abraham Lincoln was born to poor parents, in a log cabin on the
western frontier of a young nation. The unity of the United States, which had been built on the ideal that all
people are created equal, was cracking under the heavy yoke of slavery. As Lincoln embarked on his
presidency, the slaveholding states in the South left the Union, causing him to face the American Civil War.
Lincoln said the war was no less than a fight to save government of the people, by the people, and for the
people. Though his life was cut short, Lincoln's leadership and his written words continue to inspire
Americans.
Abe Lincoln's Hat Feb 07 2021 Was Abe Lincoln absent-minded? Indeed! President Lincoln came up with a
trick involving his stovepipe hat to nudge his memory! Fascinating anecdotes and historical context enrich
this expanded biographical picture book that brings to life one of our nation's most revered presidents. Long
before he became the 16th president, Abe Lincoln started out as a frontier lawyer. He resorted to sticking
letters and notes deep inside his hat so they stayed handy. Adapted from the Step into Reading leveled reader
of the same name, author Martha Brenner has revised and enriched her original text to include more historical
material and resources for those who want to explore this captivating figure further. Illustrator Brooke
Smart's clever art makes history more appealing than ever. Including both humor and painful, hard-hitting
American history, this new edition traces Lincoln's evolution into a compelling commander-in-chief during a
contentious time in our nation's history. Young readers will be intrigued!
Lincoln Mar 28 2020 As a defender of national unity, a leader in war, and the emancipator of slaves,
Abraham Lincoln lays ample claim to being the greatest of our presidents. But the story of his rise to
greatness is as complex as it is compelling. In this superb, prize-winning biography, acclaimed historian
Richard Carwardine examines Lincoln’s dramatic political journey, from his early years in the Illinois
legislature to his nation-shaping years in the White House. Here, Carwardine combines a new perspective
with a compelling narrative to deliver a fresh look at one of the pillars of American politics. He probes the
sources of Lincoln’s moral and political philosophy and uses his groundbreaking research to cut through the
myth and expose the man behind it.
Abraham Lincoln Oct 15 2021 Recounts the childhood of the man who was President during the Civil War.
Lincoln in Private Nov 23 2019 “An intimate character portrait and fascinating inquiry into the basis of
Lincoln’s energetic, curious mind.”—The Wall Street Journal WINNER OF THE BARONDESS/LINCOLN
AWARD • From the New York Times bestselling author of A. Lincoln and American Ulysses, a revelatory
glimpse into the intellectual journey of our sixteenth president through his private notes to himself, explored
together here for the first time A deeply private man, shut off even to those who worked closely with him,
Abraham Lincoln often captured “his best thoughts,” as he called them, in short notes to himself. He would
work out his personal stances on the biggest issues of the day, never expecting anyone to see these frank,
unpolished pieces of writing, which he’d then keep close at hand, in desk drawers and even in his top hat.
The profound importance of these notes has been overlooked, because the originals are scattered across
several different archives and have never before been brought together and examined as a coherent whole.
Now, renowned Lincoln historian Ronald C. White walks readers through twelve of Lincoln’s most

important private notes, showcasing our greatest president’s brilliance and empathy, but also his very human
anxieties and ambitions. We look over Lincoln’s shoulder as he grapples with the problem of slavery,
attempting to find convincing rebuttals to those who supported the evil institution (“As I would not be a
slave, so I would not be a master. This expresses my idea of democracy.”); prepares for his historic debates
with Stephen Douglas; expresses his private feelings after a defeated bid for a Senate seat (“With me, the
race of ambition has been a failure—a flat failure”); voices his concerns about the new Republican Party’s
long-term prospects; develops an argument for national unity amidst a secession crisis that would ultimately
rend the nation in two; and, for a president many have viewed as not religious, develops a sophisticated
theological reflection in the midst of the Civil War (“it is quite possible that God’s purpose is something
different from the purpose of either party”). Additionally, in a historic first, all 111 Lincoln notes are
transcribed in the appendix, a gift to scholars and Lincoln buffs alike. These are notes Lincoln never expected
anyone to read, put into context by a writer who has spent his career studying Lincoln’s life and words. The
result is a rare glimpse into the mind and soul of one of our nation’s most important figures.
The Story of Abraham Lincoln Mar 08 2021 Discover the life of Abraham Lincoln--a story about honesty,
leadership, and staying true to your values Delve into the life of the 16th president of the United States-Abraham Lincoln--a man many say is the most important president in US history. Even before he ended
slavery and reunited America, Abraham was a hard-working kid who believed in equality and freedom for
everyone. He soon discovered that by learning as much as he could, he would be able to help people and
change the world for the better. Of all the Abraham Lincoln books for kids, this one best explores how he
went from being a poor farm boy with a dream to one of the most powerful leaders in US history. All
Abraham Lincoln books for kids should include: Helpful definitions--Increase your knowledge with a
glossary of easy-to-understand definitions for the more advanced words and ideas discussed. Lasting
change--Learn about how Abraham made the world a better place for future generations. Visual timeline-Unlike many other Abraham Lincoln books for kids, this one includes a timeline so you can see how he grew
into a great leader. If you've been curious about Abraham Lincoln books for kids, look no further--this one
has you covered.
Abe Lincoln Loved Animals Jun 18 2019 Like other pioneers in the early 1800s, young Abraham Lincoln
worked hard to put food on the table. One day, while hunting food for the family, Abraham shot a wild
turkey. The sight of the dying bird filled him with such sorrow that he swore he would never again hunt large
animals.
Lincoln's Battle with God Apr 28 2020 Abraham Lincoln is the most beloved of all U.S. presidents. He freed
the slaves, gave the world some of its most beautiful phrases, and redefined the meaning of America. He did
all of this with wisdom, compassion, and wit. Yet, throughout his life, Lincoln fought with God. In his early
years in Illinois, he rejected even the existence of God and became the village atheist. In time, this changed
but still he wrestled with the truth of the Bible, preachers, doctrines, the will of God, the providence of God,
and then, finally, God’s purposes in the Civil War. Still, on the day he was shot, Lincoln said he longed to go
to Jerusalem to walk in the Savior’s steps. What had happened? What was the journey that took Abraham
Lincoln from outspoken atheist to a man who yearned to walk in the footsteps of Christ? In this thrilling
journey through a largely unknown part of American history, New York Times best-selling author Stephen
Mansfield tells the richly textured story of Abraham Lincoln’s spiritual life and draws from it a meaning sure
to inspire Americans today.
How Lincoln Learned to Read Sep 26 2022 "This is a terrific book...Broad in scope, peppered with detail,
insightful, it could be the basis for a classroom or book club review of American history from our founding
as a nation through the 20th century."--Christian Science Monitor Daniel Wolff examines the early lives and
educations of twelve notable Americans, from Benjamin Franklin to Elvis Presley--the lessons they learned
inside the classroom and out. How Lincoln Learned to Read is a vividly told history of American ideas,
providing a hopeful look at the enterprise of education and the divergent paths to success.
Abraham Lincoln: A Life of Honesty Sep 21 2019 By speaking boldly, Abraham Lincoln earned the
nickname "Honest Abe." Young readers will learn how Abraham Lincoln used honesty to lead a country
divided over slavery.
The Gettysburg Address Oct 03 2020 The Address was delivered at the dedication of the Soldiers' National
Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, on the afternoon of Thursday, November 19, 1863, during the
American Civil War, four and a half months after the Union armies defeated those of the Confederacy at the

decisive Battle of Gettysburg. In just over two minutes, Lincoln invoked the principles of human equality
espoused by the Declaration of Independence and redefined the Civil War as a struggle not merely for the
Union, but as "a new birth of freedom" that would bring true equality to all of its citizens, and that would also
create a unified nation in which states' rights were no longer dominant. Throughout history, some books have
changed the world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves - and each other. They have inspired
debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted. They have
enriched lives - and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers,
radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
Lincoln the Lawyer Dec 17 2021 What the law did to and for Abraham Lincoln, and its important impact on
his future presidency
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